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旅遊越南語
課程編號：OOLA9001

S

3762 0820

jolang@hkuspace.hku.hk

越南近年為各國人士的熱門旅遊觀光地。有見及此，本院為有興趣到越南旅遊，及
初接觸越南語的人士開辦越南語課程。

HK$4,000 共15講，45小時

Basic Hindi Level 1
Programme Code: OOLA9002

S

3762 0820

jolang@hkuspace.hku.hk

This 12-week course is designed for learners with no previous knowledge of Hindi 
and equips them with basic Hindi skills. Each session will include class input and 
interactive learning via various modes like role plays, simulations and presentations.

HK$4,000 12 lessons, 36 hours

Basic Hindi Level 2
Programme Code: OOLA9009

S

3762 0820

jolang@hkuspace.hku.hk

This 12-week course is designed to build up on the learnings of Basic Hindi Level 1.  
It is also suitable for students with elementary knowledge of Hindi who wish to gain 
more proficiency.

HK$4,200 12 lessons, 36 hours

Basic Urdu Level 1
Programme Code: OOLA9010

S

3762 0820

jolang@hkuspace.hku.hk

This course teaches basic Urdu to beginners for holiday or business travel.  
Participants will learn vocabulary and phrases that will help them communicate in 
situations such as meeting people, eating out, staying in a hotel and going shopping.  
They will also be introduced to the written Urdu but the emphasis will be on speaking 
and listening but not on grammar.

HK$4,000 12 lessons, 36 hours

Translation
翻譯

Postgraduate Diploma in Translation
Programme Code: TL001A

3762 0830

gideon.ip@hkuspace.hku.hk

Hong Kong is always in need of personnel skilled in both English and Chinese. 
Regardless of title or profession, individuals frequently find themselves tapped 
for translation tasks; competency in multiple languages is a solid foundation 
for continued studies in any discipline and is often a prerequisite for career 
advancement.
The School offers translation programmes at both undergraduate and postgraduate 
levels which aim to nurture sensitivity to languages and help students understand the 
nature of translation work.
This programme provides systematic training in translation for those who have a 
degree in any discipline other than translation.

Applicants SHOULD
- (a) hold a bachelor’s degree in any discipline other than translation   awarded by a 

recognized institute OR
(b) hold the membership of the Chartered Institute of Linguists (CIOL);  and

- have to pass an entrance test.

HK$20,200 (for module 1-5)
HK$22,300 (for module 6-10)
Application Fee HK$150

More details

6 months + 9 months Cantonese and English

Level 6 (Reg. No.: 09/002909/6) Validity Period: 05 May 2008 - on-going


